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The Holidays are just around the Corner and with come many opportunities to get some wonder 
photograph of you Auxiliary. Creating memories may seem difficult when in fact they are easier than 
you think. When taking photographs, the best ones are the ones that are not staged. Let me clarify 
what is meant by ‘staged’. There are instances where you would want to include our American flag, a 
special background, an activity that involved volunteers, limited access to a facility, or inclement 
weather is approaching. There are places where you need to get approval to photograph an individual 
or group. When you have a Hospital Party, ask before taking. When at schools ask before taking. 
When inside buildings, there may be sensitive information that is visible. When taking pictures of your 
President and Officers, there may come a time where they prefer not to be photographed or feel that 
they have been photographed enough. Always ask, don’t be disappointed that you may have lost a 
good photo opportunity there are many more to come. 

Keeping current with Social Media helps your Auxiliary get the exposure it needs when promoting a 
function, showcasing an event, or even spreading the word about your Auxiliary. I know many 
Auxiliaries share a website with the Post. That is okay, make sure you provide whoever is the 
Administrator accurate information and photos. I urge all Auxiliaries to police your Facebook pages. 
There have been incidents where members are posting personal problems with another member. 
This is not acceptable and should be removed immediately. Also, review members and see who they 
are affiliated with. It doesn’t hurt sending them a message asking to update their profile and adding 
their Auxiliary Name and Number. Be Proud of you Auxiliary.  

Do not forget to utilize the resources on the National Auxiliary Website. 

I enjoy reading your reports. Do not forget to submit them. If you need assistance, e-mail me and I will 
gladly guide you thru the process.  
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